InciNotes™, the breakthrough ICS 201 Incident Documentation System for the iPad, has just been taken to the next level of digital incident documentation with the release of our new ICS 214 app, now available for purchase. The app brings the power of the full InciNotes application into the hands of Group Leaders, Division Supervisors, or any other position in the Incident Command System, bringing the 21st century to all Emergency Responders.

ICS 214 App
Developed for the iPhone and iPad, the first release of the InciNotes ICS 214 application includes support for tracking incident Events, Team Members, Operational Periods, and create completed 214 forms with the press of a button, with photo and geographic coordinate Attachments. With a brand new User Interface, InciNotes ICS 214 is fully with the new Split View and Slider Over features available in iOS 9.0 later this year.

The next version of InciNotes ICS 214 app is already in progress, and will include great new features, such as the ability to pre-load Team Members, sort Incident Event and Team Members, attach additional data to reports, and more.

About InciNotes™
InciNotes™ is the first ICS 201 and Incident Action Plan Incident Documentation System designed specifically for the iPad. Based off a proven ICS documentation procedure, InciNotes™ brings incident documentation technology innovations to Emergency Responders who traditionally use paper forms, changing the way Incident Documentation is done. The application enhances the decision-making power of the Incident Commander by simplifying the documentation process and highlighting important information, allowing the Incident Commander to keep his focus on the safety of his or hers incident. InciNotes™ provides the tools to make it easy for the Incident Commander to document his or her Leader’s Intent.

Here is what Emergency Responders are saying:
I would like to take this opportunity to share a great iPad application called InciNotes ICS 201 Documentation System. In today's complex changing emergency service where accountability and safety are at the forefront of an Incident Commander. A tool for accurate and timely way to document an incident is essential. InciNotes has done it with this ICS 201 for the iPad. I use InciNotes, I found it to be easy and simple to use. InciNotes produces a great professional ready to send out ICS 201 report of your incident to whom ever may need the information. I highly recommend InciNotes for any person assigned to manage an incident. It a must have tool for the toolbox.

--Polo Rodriguez, Fire Captain & OSC Type 1 Cal Fire

I used InciNotes today for a regional HAZMAT exercise and it went pretty well. In fact some of the prompts helped us move forward in moving along the planning P. I love your app and feel it could be the ultimate all hazards management tool!

--Wesley Delk, Director Montgomery County Emergency Management Agency Kentucky

To learn more about InciNotes™ Incident Command System 201 Documentation System, go to InciNotes.com or call (805) 279-6147.